NAME: TROGORI

VISUAL REPRESENTATION

CLASS: M

LOCATION
The sixth planet in the Huanas Trico system

MOONS / RINGS
1 moon. No rings.

MASS: 0.8
DENSITY: Rock-ice (0.5)
DIAMETER: 0.56
GRAVITY: 0.28G
DAY LENGTH: 16 hours
AXIAL TILT: 2 degrees

CLIMATE
A cold, harsh climate. Most humans who have visited Trogori compare the climate to that of norther Europe, and the Siberian region of Russia more-so than to any other region on Earth.

There is a permanent condition of winter on Trogori.

ATMOSPHERE
COMPOSITION: Nitrogen (71%), Oxygen (25%)
THICKNESS: 70%
TRACE COMPONENTS: Argon

GEODROSPHERE: 60%
TEMPERATURE: Cold (-14c)

LIFE FORMS
Several dangerous wild animals inhabit the mountains and beak forests of Trogori including the Trogordian Bear, and Snow Tiger.

The only sentient species native to Trogori are the Trogordians; better known to off-worlders by the name of their oppressive theocratic government, the Repentist Confederacy.

The Trogordians are considered a dying race by anthropologists due to a weakened DNA helix caused by years of social inbreeding, and they have a distinctly necrotic “zombie-like” appearance.

DEMOGRAPHICS
Hundreds of thousands of Trogordan humanoids, mostly in the service or under the control of the Repentist Confederacy except for the rebels living on the planet’s Fourth Continent.

CIVILIZATION
The people of Trogori are, for the most part, under the control of a totalitarian regime called the Repentist Confederacy. A theocracy, with laws derived from a 14-volume religious text and enforced by a quorum of 13 religious leaders who are overseen by the Supreme Reverend Canon who is the head of state for the planet.

The fourth continent on Trogori is the home to a large group of rebels who defy the authority of the Canon, and the Confederacy as a whole. These rebels welcome contact with off-worlders.

The Confederacy has been at war, for over half a century, with the people of the neighboring planet of Huana, who are androgynous.

RESOURCES
Dilithium, and Tylium; mined on the 4th continent and secretly exported through Tellarite & Ferengi brokers.